This paper describes a response surface approach to the stochastic network improvement problem. The network addressed in this study is acyclic, simple, and directed; and, is characterized by single commodity flow from multiple sources to multiple sinks. The network is stochastic in that the reliability of network components is described by a binary distribution of operative or failed states, where Psi is the ith component's probability of survival. A new class of control variables is introduced to reduce the variance of the maximal flow estimators.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider the stochastic network improvement problem. We limit our study to acyclic, simple, directed networks which process a single commodity flow from multiple sot~rces to multiple sinks. The networks are stochastic in that the components (arcs and nodes) are subject to failure. Individual components are modeled as binary random variables. The stochastic network improvement problem is to find those components whose feasible improvements yield optimum performance given budgetary constraints. Our research efforts are presented in the following manner.
First, we discuss the class of networks used in this study, summarize recent literature pertinent to the problem, and state our performance measures. Next, we present our research methodology and demonstrate our approach on a sample network. We close the paper with a summary and provide recommendations for future research.
NETWORK FLOW AND RELIABILITY
A class of probabilistic networks applicable to this study are stochastic binary networks (SBN). Ball (1980) defines an SBN to be "a system that fails randomly as a function of the random failure of its components...(where) each component may take on either of two states: operative or failed and that the states of any two components are independent". Furthermore, he defines a stochastic coherent binary network (SCBN) as one where the pathset defines the minimal subset required for system operation and the cutset defines the minimal subset required for failure. The class of networks that this paper addresses fit Bali's definition with one exception: component failure is not necessarily independent. However, failure dependencies among network components are easily implemented in a Monte Carlo simulation.
Another important class of stochastic networks are randomlycapacitated networks (RCN). In an RCN, arc capacity varies over a range of values as a continuous function of a probability distribution.
Arc capacity in a SBN/SCBN network, by contrast, is based solely on the binary (operative-failed) status of the arc; i.e., if the arc is operative, there is only one arc capacity. The networks investigated by this study are not part of the RCN category of stochastic networks.
However, extension of this research to RCN systems would be straight-forward. For further explanation or research results in this class of networks, see Fishman (1987a) , Somers (1982), and Evans (1976) . Fishman (1986) provides an overview of Monte Carlo methods for estimating network reliability. His article reviews four ways to calculate network reliability for an undirected graph version of a SCBN: (1) dagger sampling by Kumato and others (1980) ; (2) sequential destruction by Easton and others (1980) ; (3) bounds estimation by Fishman (1986) ; and, (4) estimation based on failure sets by Karp and Luby (1983) . Karp and Luby's technique uses failure sets, (or equivalently cutsets) to estimate the graph's reliability, and is most closely related to this study's methodology. However, instead of sampling the entire cutset as we propose in this paper, Karp and Luby's Monte Carlo simulation procedure repeatedly samples single, randomly selected cuts to determine network reliability. Because our implementation of the max-flow rain-cut algorithm (Ford and Fulkerson, 1962) evaluates the entire cutset for every replication in the simulation, Karp and Luby's technique is not used.
Fishman provides two papers that deal with Monte Carlo estimation of maximal flow on a network. The first paper develops an algorithm that offers both computational efficiency and reduced variance of an unbiased estimator of maximal flow. He models randomly decreasing arc capacities, using a cumulative process that describes the arc deterioration as normally distributed (Fishman, 1987a (Fishman, 1987b) . In this study, we investigated the effect of control variates, not importance sampling, in variance reduction.
However, Fishman provides a proven approach to reducing the variance of the estimator. A comparison or synthesis of the two variance reduction techniques would be a useful continuation of this research.
In this paper we consider both expected maximum flow and source-to-sink reliability as network performance measures.
RESEARCH METItODOLOGY
The network improvement strategy employed three stages. 
Simulation
The simulation program designed to calculate maximal flow and reliability is called MAXFLO (Bailey, 1988) . Using an inversion technique described by Shier and Whited(1984) , MAXFLO first derives the network cutset from the pathset. Once the proper eutset matrix is found, variations in maximum flow for each sample is modeled by using a one dimensional array representing the status of arcs. This state vector is based on the current replication's comparison of random number draws and the individual arcs' probability of survival, and is used by the maximum flow calculation routine in deciding which components in the cutset matrix to ignore in the current sample.
Variance reduction of the maximum flow estimator requires knowledge of a concomitant variable that has a known expectation.
In the case of a SCBN, we offer as a general class of controls the total number of nodes that are up (or down) in a given subset. This control variate is an aggregate scalar measure of how many nodes in the subset are operative. For purposes of clarity, this class of control variates is referred to as survival variables.
Because of the stochastic binary nature of the network, the random variable Xi is defined as Xi = 0 with probability of Pi Xi = I with probability of 1 -Pi (1) where Pi is the probability of survival (Ps) 
where N is the number of components in the subset. Therefore, the controlled estimate of the mean response (Y) is given by (1987) , Kleijnen (1974) , Lavenberg and Welch (1981), or Wilson (1984) .
Response Surface Methodology
Once we have modeled the system we need a way to describe the performance of the system as a function of feasible component improvements. We applied response surface methodology to meet this end. Since both component survival probabilities and capacities influence expected maximum flow, N nodes and M arcs provide N + 2M possible factors requiring 2 (~+2M) experimental design points for a complete, 2-level factorial design. In the case of reliability, only the component parameter of survival probability affects network reliability, thus requiring 2 (g +M) design points. Obviously, in either case a reduction in the number of factors is necessary. We employed a Plackett-Burman screening design because of its small size and ability to detect mutually unaliased main effects (Box and Draper, 1987) . From this initial screening, a reduced number of factors showing significant main effects was used to form the full first-order factorial design.
The sample network and component parameter list is given in Figure 1 and Table 1 , respectively, on the following page. For this network, the following 19 factors from Figure 1 were selected for the Plackett-Burman design based on intuitive judgement of their influence on network performance: Ps for Nodes 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 (N8p, N9p, N10p, Nllp, N13p, and N14p); Ps and capacity for the four arcs that go directly from Node 8 to sink Nodes 15, 16, 30, and 31 (A8-15p, A8-16p, A8-30p, A8-31p, A8-15c, A8-16c, A8-30c, and A8-31c); and the capacities of arcs adjacent to Node 8 (A2-8c, A3-8c, A5-8c, A7-8c, and A8-9c). Capacity improvements are based on standard increments of 300, 1200, 2400, 9600, and 19200, while PS U only five account for a significant portion of the sums of squares for expected maximum flow: N8p, N9p, A2-8c, A3-8c, and A5-8c.
Together, these five factors explain 95% of the variation of expected maximum flow. Table 2 also shows the regression results for the reliability response, with N8p accounting for the significant amount of the variation in reliability. Because this is a screening design, only the main effects are estimated (Plackett and Burman, 1946) ; however, the number of factors is reduced enough to allow for a full factorial design.
Since there are five remaining factors, a full factorial design requires only 32 design points (25). Additional design centerpoints are also required to test for second order effects, and to form the basis of a second order design. Since 10 centerpoints are required if we expand to a 25 central composite, uniform precision design (Montgomery, 1984) , all 10 are simulated in addition to the required 32 design points. These centerpoints also provide a good statistical sampling for second order effects. Again, 10000 replicates were taken at each design point. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the full factorial design and regression. F-statistic is 1.1017, considerably lower than the F.05A,9 value of 5.12, thus indicating no significant second-order effects have been detected. Based on the results in Table 4 
Both equations are valid only for the region of the response surface defined by the input domain of Table 3 . Tests were conducted to
Optimization of Response Surface
Given that Eqs (6) and (7) accurately describe the response surface of maximum flow, several insights into this network's performance are available.
First, any improvement in network maximum flow should focus on getting more information from the source nodes to Node 8. This is demonstrated by the fact that three of the five significant parameters are the capacities of arcs incident to the source nodes.
Furthermore, this occurs in spite of the fact that four arcs from Node 8 to the sink nodes were screened for both capacity and survival rate.
Apparently, network flow is diverse enough after Nodes 8 and 9 to insure that some flow will get through.
A second useful observation is obtained by comparing the response surface of expected maximum flow to that of network reliability. Following the same procedure used for finding Eqs (6) and (7), the uncoded version of the network reliability response surface (in percentages) is given by the first-order polynomial Y = 62.84 + 9.4(N8p) + .94(N9p) + .71(A8-31p)
The insight provided by this response surface is the dominant influence of Node 8 on network reliability (which is probably due to the node's position in the network). Apparently, flow from the source nodes arrives often enough that if Node 8 survives, then at least one of the sink nodes will receive flow as well. Since Node 8 is also the second most influential component in the maximum flow response surface, any improvement of it's survivability will increase network performance in both areas.
The response surfaces described above can also be used directly to solve the network improvement problem. For example, assume we wish to maximize the expected maximum flow of the sample network as described by FEq (7), subject to the following constraints:
1. The cost of hardening nodes 8 and 9 is $10k per .1 unit of Ps. The total cost of hardening cannot exceed $15k.
2. The cost of increasing arc capacity for A2-8c, A3-8c, and A5-8c is $5k per 100 units. The total cost of increased capacity cannot exceed $150k.
3. The total cost of improvement cannot exceed $160k.
4. Eq (7) is valid only for the region of space defined by the experimental design. Therefore, the five components' values are implicitly bound by the uncoded values given in Table 3 .
Let the improvement variahles H8 and H9 represent the amount of hardening for nodes 8 and 9; and, C2-8, C3-8, and C5-8 the increase of capacity for arcs A2-8c, A3-8c, and A5-8c, respectively. Since the coefficients of Eq (7) are applicable to both the original, uncoded variables and the improvement variables, the objective function can be re-written for just improvement variables (minus the intercept term). Thus, a linear programming formulation that maximizes expected maximum flow subject to the listed constraints is 
The three inequalities in Eq (10) formulate the cost restrictions of Items 1, 2, and 3 respectively, while the constraints in Eq (11) reflect the implicit bounds of the design space mentioned in Item 4.
Using standard linear programming techniques, the optimal solution for this sample problem is 1147.558, where H8 = .15, H9 = 0.0, C2-8 = 800, C3-8 = 1200, and C5-8 = 900. Adding the intercept to the optimal flow improvement gives an estimated maximum flow of the improved network of 2235.12. This represents an increase of 1065.968 over the unimproved estimated maximum flow of 1169.152.
As a further enhancement, multiple optimization is possible by using Eqs (7) and (8) in the constraints of a goal programming formulation.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown one approach to applying response surface methodology to the stochastic network improvement problem.
Using expected maximum flow and source-to-sink reliability as the measures of network performance, we demonstrated how the resultant first-order polynomial metamodels can be applied in a linear programming formulation for optimal network improvement. For further research, we suggest combining other techniques, such as importance sampling, with survival variables in red ucing the variance of the estimators of maximal flow and reliability.
